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Aperture synthesis of time-limited X waves and analysis
of their propagation characteristics
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The feasibility of exciting a localized X-wave pulse from a finite aperture is addressed. Also, the
possibility of using a finite-time excitation of a dynamic aperture to generate a finite-energy
approximation to an X-wave pulse is explored. The analysis is carried out by using a Gaussian time
window to time limit the infinite X-wave initial excitation. Huygens’ construction is used to
calculate the amplitude of the radiated wave field away from the finite-time source. The decay rate
of the peak of the X wave is compared to that of a quasi-monochromatic signal. It is shown that the
finite-time X-wave propagates to much farther distances without significant decay. Furthermore, the
decay pattern of the radiated X-wave pulse is derived for a source consisting of an array of
concentric annular sections. The decay behavior of the radiated pulse is similar to that of an X-wave
launched from a finite-time aperture. This confirms the fact that time windowing the infinite energy
X-wave excitation is a viable scheme for constructing finite apertures. A discussion of the
diffraction limit of the X-wave pulse is also provided. ©1998 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~98!00605-5#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Px@JEG#
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we address the possibility of exciting
calized X-wave pulses from finite apertures. A large class
localized wave~LW! solutions to the scalar wave and Ma
well equations have been studied extensively.1–12 A number
of these pulsed wave solutions are finite-energy variant
the focus wave mode~FWM!.13,14 They are usually derived
either as superpositions of infinite-energy FW
pulses,8–11,14 or by time limiting various FWM-like excita-
tions to construct finite-energy aperture fields.2–7 Alterna-
tively, such LW pulses can be synthesized as superposit
over Bessel beams with appropriately chosen spectra.15 Our
approach is based mainly on the proven possibility of ex
ing Bessel beams from infinite apertures.1–4 It has been
shown that a Bessel beam defined initially on an infin
plane ~e.g., z50! propagates under the effect of Huygen
operator in the positivez direction.1–4 Any possible contri-
butions from acausal~negativez-directed! components sum
up to zero.

In contradistinction to other solutions excited from in
nite apertures, such as plane waves and Bessel beams
excitation of the FWM pulse does not require infinite pow
This is the case because as the generating aperture bec
infinitely large, the intensity of the field exciting it decreas
to zero as (ct)22, while the area of the aperture increases
(ct)2. These two effects balance each other and the powe
the excitation wave field remains constant. The energy of
generated pulse becomes infinite because the aperture
luminated for an infinitely long time. Time limiting the ex
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citation wave field results in the generation of finite-ener
LW pulses.

Other pulsed solutions exhibiting distinct similarities
FWM-like pulses are the X-wave pulses introduced by
and Greenleaf.16–23 Similarly to the FWM-like pulses, the
X-waves have extended ranges of localization and acq
large focus depths in the near field. These properties m
these pulsed wave fields ideal for applications involving d
tection of objects buried at unknown depths, as well as
high-resolution imaging. The use of X-wave pulses in ult
sonic medical imaging has been investigated by Lu a
Greenleaf.16–23 They have shown that X-waves can be ge
erated using ultrasonic transducers consisting of annular
rays of concentric piezoelectric rings excited by independ
waveforms applied at different times~Refs. 16, 18; cf. also
Ref. 24!. Furthermore, Lu and Greenleaf have studied
perimentally the improvement in pulse-echo imaging us
X-waves.21 Applying X-waves to tissue-equivalent phantom
and standard test objects, they have shown that resolutio
pulse-echo images obtained using X-waves are superio
that obtained with focused Gaussian beams.21,22 In addition
to their large focus depths, X-waves and FWM-like puls
are both wideband wave fields. This property renders th
suitable for applications involving parameter characterizat
using backscattered signals from objects of varying siz
Along this direction, Donnelly and Power25 have shown that
an acoustical LW pulse backscattered from compress
spheres immersed in water can accurately provide infor
tion about the materials as well as the sizes of the sphe
228703(5)/2287/9/$10.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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Similar results can be obtained using X-wave acoust
pulses. As a consequence, these pulsed wave fields can
applications in parameter characterization and nondestruc
testing of materials.

The excitation wave field of an X-wave pulse has t
form of an annulus whose radius varies with time. The sp
of expansionvap of the aperture field is related to the spe
of the pulse centervp and can be greater than the wave spe
c of the medium. The temporal and spatial frequency con
of an X-wave pulse will be calculated in order to impro
our understanding of the decay pattern of the radiated wa
field. Similarly to the FWM-like solutions, we shall explor
the possibility of using a finite-time excitation of an X-wav
by imposing a Gaussian time window on the infinite tim
initial X-wave field. The amplitude of the radiated pulse w
be calculated in the near-to-far field range and its decay
tern will be compared to that of a quasi-monochroma
pulse characterized by a specific carrier frequency. It will
shown that the finite-time version of the X-wave propaga
without significant decay much further than qua
monochromatic signals.

I. THE X-WAVE APERTURE

The X-wave solution to the 3-D scalar wave equati
may be expressed as

CXW~r,z,t !5
z0

@~z0r!21„a1z01 i ~z2ct coth b!…2#1/2,

~1!

wherea1 and b are free real parameters andz051/sinhb.
Note thatc cothb is the propagation speed of the pulse.
ensure that the field will propagate in the forward directio
we restrictb to be positive. The solution given in Eq.~1! is
identical to that derived by Lu and Greenleaf16,17 if the fol-
lowing substitutions are made:a1z0→a0 /cosh, z0r
→r tanh andc cothb→c/cosh. In the notation used by Lu
and Greenleaf,16 a0 is a real parameter andh is the axicon
angle.

The infinite energy solution given in Eq.~1! was used in
Ref. 16 to excite an aperture of a finite size situated az
50 and then to compute the radiated field. In this paper,
construct a finite aperture in a different manner. We use
fact that the X-wave excitation atz50 acquires the form of
an annulus whose radial position is time dependent. By t
limiting the excitation wave field, we restrict the radius
the time-dependent annulus to be smaller than a finite m
mum value. The advantage of such an approach is tha
spatio-temporal spectral structure of the radiated pulse
comes very transparent. One can then have a better un
standing of the depletion of the spectral content of suc
pulse, as well as its behavior as it decays away from
source.2,4–7 Subsequently, this information can be used
design other localized variants of X waves. First, we sh
present some of the aspects of the X-wave excitation give
Eq. ~1! without time-limiting it. In Sec. II, the finite-time
X-wave will be studied in detail.

Consider the X-wave excitation of a planar aperture
sitioned atz50, viz.,
2288 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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CXW~r,z50,t !5
1

@r21~a12 iy0t !2#1/2, ~2!

wherey05c coshb. The surface plot of the real part of th
aperture field given in~2! is shown in Fig. 1 for a1

50.004 m andb57.4. The wave velocity of the medium i
chosen to bec51500 m/s. The intensity of the infinite en
ergy excitation of an X-wave aperture is given as

I ~r,0,t !5C~r,0,t !C* ~r,0,t !

5
1

@~r22~y0t !2!21a1
412a1

2r212a1
2~y0t !2#1/2.

~3!

After rearrangement, the denominator in~3! becomes

D5@r41~y0t !422r2~y0t !21a1
412a1

2r2

12a1
2~y0t !2#1/2, ~4!

and forr@a1

D>@r41~y0t !422r2~y0t !2#1/25@r22~y0t !2#. ~5!

Expressions~3! and ~5! show how the intensity of the illu-
mination wave field varies with time at the various rad
positionsr on the aperture plane. At the centroid of the e
citation field ~r50 andt50! the intensityI is finite and is
equal to 1/a1

2. For large values ofr and t, the highest inten-
sity occurs atr5y0t. Thus, the illumination of the X-wave
aperture acquires the form of an annulus whose rad
changes linearly with time. The intensity atr5y0t varies as
1/a1Aa1

214r2, as it can be deduced from Eq.~3!. Since the
area of an annulus is proportional tor, it follows that the
power of the initial X-wave on the aperture~5intensity
3area! remains constant asct→`. The energy of the exci-
tation wave field is infinite because the aperture is illum
nated for an infinite time duration.

The time dependence of the radius of the X-wave ap
ture is found from the real part of Eq.~2!. The amplitude of
the real part is maximum on the aperture atr50 andt50.
The highly focused central portion of the aperture has a

FIG. 1. Surface plot of the real part of the X-wave pulse on the aper
plane (z50) for the parametersa150.004 m21, b57.4, and c
51500 m/s.
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dius Rmin5R(t50)5a1. As y0t becomes larger thana1 , the
annulus forms atR(t)5y0t with a width of order a1

!R(t). As a consequence, a good estimate of the radiu
the excitation wave field as a function of time is given by

R~ t !5y0t1R~0!. ~6!

For y0t@a1 , the speed of the expansion of the aperture
given byvap5y05c coshb. The speed of the centroid of th
radiated pulse and that of the expansion of the aperture
always greater thanc. However, the faster the centroid of th
pulse travels, the slower the expansion of the aperture
comes.

II. FREQUENCY SPECTRA OF THE X-WAVE

In order to gain a better understanding of the spec
content of the X-wave pulse, we need to define the temp
and spatial frequency contents of the excitation wave fi
given in Eq.~2!. Both spectra have to be studied because
X-wave illumination is a pulsed wave field exciting differe
parts of the generating aperture at different times. The sp
trum of the initial excitation given in Eq.~2! is deduced from
the Fourier inversion

F~x,v!5E
2`

1`

dtE
0

1`

dr rJ0~xr!

3e2 ivt
1

@r21~a12 iy0t !2#1/2. ~7!

The integration overr is carried out using~6.554.1! of Ref.
26; as a consequence, we obtain

F~x,v!5
1

x E
2`

1`

dt e2 ivte2x~a12 iy0t !. ~8!

The integration overt yields the following Fourier spectrum

F~x,v!5
2p

x
e2xa1d~v2xy0!. ~9!

One should note that the argument of the Diracd function
couples the temporal frequencyv to the spatial wave numbe

FIG. 2. Temporal frequency content,F t(r,v), of the X-wave pulse atr
50 for the parametersa150.004 m21, b57.4, andc51500 m/s.
2289 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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x. This is a characteristic attribute of most LW pulses.
similar d function appears in the Fourier spectrum of t
infinite-time FWM excitation of a flat aperture studied
Refs. 1 and 2. For the FWM spectrum we havev}x2, while
the X-wave exhibits anv}x coupling. The appearance of
Dirac d function in the spectrum signifies that the initi
wave field illuminates the aperture for an infinite time.

To identify the temporal frequency content of the ex
tation wave field at various positions on the aperture we
fine the temporal spectrum as follows:

F t~r,v!5E
0

`

dx xJ0~xr!F~x,v!

52pE
0

`

dx xJ0~xr!
e2xa1

x
d~v2xy0!. ~10!

The above integration gives

F t~r,v!5
2p

y0
J0~vr/y0!e2va1 /y0Hs~v!, ~11!

whereHs(v) is the Heaviside unit-step function. The highe
contribution to the temporal frequency content comes fr
values close tov50 rad/s. The maximum frequency is de
termined from the exponential and is given explicitly as

vmax5~4y0 /a1!5~4c coshb/a1!. ~12!

For the parametersa150.004 m,b57.4, andc51500 m/s,
the maximum frequency becomesvmax51.2273109 rad/s or
f max5195.3 MHz. This implies that the minimum wave
length in this case islmin51.54 m. The temporal spectrum
given in Eq. ~11! is plotted in Fig. 2 forr50. The same
spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 atr50.025 m. The oscillations
appearing in the latter case indicate that an integration o
v should yield a smaller amplitude. This is consistent w
the field given in Eq.~2!, where the amplitude is maximum
at r50 and decreases asr becomes larger.

FIG. 3. Temporal frequency content,F t(r,v), of the X-wave pulse atr
52.5 cm for the parametersa150.004 m21, b57.4, andc51500 m/s.
2289Chatzipetros et al.: Synthesis of waves
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The spatial spectrum, on the other hand, describes
spatial distribution of the source elements on the aper
plane for various times. We define the spatial spectrum

Fs~x,t !5
1

2p E
0

`

dv eivt
2p

x
e2xa1d~v2xy0! ~13!

or

Fs~x,t !5
1

x
e2xa1eixy0t. ~14!

The spectrum given in Eq.~14! is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 fo
t50 and t5531024 s, respectively. The oscillations ap
pearing in the latter case indicate that the amplitude of th
wave decreases after the highly focused central portion of
pulse has been launched from the aperture.

III. FINITE TIME EXCITATION

We have shown in Sec. I that the power required
excite an X-wave aperture is always finite and that the e
tation energy is infinite simply because the source is exc
for an infinite duration of time. As a consequence, the ex
tation wave field, having the shape of an annulus, is allow
to expand to infinite dimensions. The illumination given
Eq. ~2! thus requires an infinite aperture to be realized. B
cause of the time dependence of the radius of the signifi
annular contributions to the excitation wave field, we c
construct a finite-energy source using one of the follow
two methods. First we can apply the X-wave excitation giv
in Eq. ~2! to an aperture having a finite radiusR and calcu-
late the amplitude of the pulse radiated into thez.0 half-
space. Lu and Greenleaf16 used this method to construct
finite X-wave aperture. One should note that at some ins
in time we will haveR(t).R; subsequently, the excitatio
wave field inside the finite radius of the aperture becom
very small and can be neglected for all practical purpos
One can then presume that the illumination wave field
turned off at that time instant. Alternatively, we can start
time limiting the infinite excitation given in Eq.~2!. This
allows the radius of the annular excitation to expand to

FIG. 4. Spatial frequency content,Fs(x,t), of the X-wave pulse att50 for
the parametersa150.004 m21, b57.4, andc51500 m/s.
2290 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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finite radius before the initial wave field is turned off. Th
same approach has been used extensively in defining fi
FWM excitations.2,3,5,6The latter approach has the advanta
of providing a deeper insight into the spectral structure of
radiated LW pulses. Within such a framework, we have be
able to demonstrate that the spectral depletion of LW pu
is essentially different from that of the usual qua
monochromatic pulses.6 This spectral approach has als
helped us in deriving a diffraction-limit formula capable
characterizing the decay behavior of ultra-wideband L
pulses.7 Because of these advantages, we seek to use
approach to time limit the X-wave excitation~2!, thus con-
structing a finite-energy X-wave aperture. The decay patte
of the radiated fields calculated using both approaches
be compared and the differences between the two meth
will be discussed.

A convenient time window to use is the Gaussian e
(2t 2/4T2). In this case, the Fourier spectrum of the initi
excitation can be calculated as follows:

FIG. 5. Spatial frequency content,Fs(x,t), of the X-wave pulse att55
31024 s for the parametersa150.004 m21, b57.4, andc51500 m/s.

FIG. 6. Normalized spatial spectrum of the finite-time X wave at differe
distancesz5ct cothb50, 40, and 80 m forRmax50.15 m.
2290Chatzipetros et al.: Synthesis of waves
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F~x,v!5E
2`

1`

dtE
0

1`

dr rJ0~xr!

3e2 ivt
e2t2/4T2

@r21~a12 iy0t !2#1/2. ~15!

The integration overr is carried out using~6.554.1! of Ref.
26, yielding

F~x,v!5
e2xa1

x E
2`

1`

dt e2 i t ~v2xy0!e2t2/4T2
~16!

or

F~x,v!5
2p

x
e2xa1d̂~v2xy0!, ~17a!

whered̂(v2xy0) is a Gaussian function given explicitly b

d̂~v2xy0!5
T

Ap
e2T2~v2xy0!2

. ~17b!

Note that the parameterT characterizes the cutoff time of th
illumination of the aperture. As a consequence, it determi
the maximum radius of the aperture, i.e., the maximum
dius of the annular illumination before the field is cuto
Even though for a Gaussian window we cannot define a
cise cutoff time, it is convenient to use such a function b
cause its Fourier transform is a smooth Gaussian. A rec
gular time window provides a definite cutoff time, but i
Fourier transform is highly oscillatory and more spread
than the Gaussianv-window given in Eq.~17b!. As a con-
sequence, the Gaussian time window is easier to handle
merically, while itse22 point provides a reasonable estima
of the cutoff time. The use of other time windows and th
effect on the decay patterns of FWM-like pulses have b
investigated.5,7 We have shown that the decay of the centro
of LW pulses can be altered significantly in the near-to-f
field range by changing the time sequence of the initial
citation. We believe that similar results can be obtained
finite-time X-wave apertures. For largeT values, the Gauss
ian v window in ~17b! reduces to a narrow distribution cen
tered aroundv;xy05xc coshb. The spectral width of
such a window is chosen to be smaller thanvmax. Therefore,
the temporal spectrum can be viewed as a juxtaposition
these windows centered around all the significantx compo-
nents determined by the spatial spectrum given in Eq.~14!.

Using Huygen’s formula,27 the field radiated into thez
.0 half-space can be expressed as1–3

C~r,z,t !5E
0

1`

dx xJ0~xr!

3E
0

1`

dv F~x,v!eivte2 iA~v/c!22x2z. ~18!

Substituting the spectrum given in Eq.~17a!, the amplitude
of the radiated field may be expressed as a superposition
the spatial spectral content of the X-wave pulse; specifica

u~r,z,t !5Re$C~r,z,t !%
2291 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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5E
0

1`

dx xJ0~xr!F̂s~x,z,t !. ~19a!

Here,F̂s(x,z,t) is the spatial spectral content at a distancz
and timet. It is given explicitly by

F̂s~x,z,t !5E
0

1`

dv
2p

x
e2xa1d̂~v2xy0!

3cos„A~v/c!22x2z2vt…. ~19b!

For the field generated from an infinite aperture (T→`), the
Gaussian in Eq.~19! becomes a Diracd function forcingv to
equalxy0 . In this limit, the argument of the sinusoidal ter
becomes equal tox sinhb(z2ct cothb), leading to the
diffraction-free X wave moving with speedvp[c cothb.
For the finite-time excitation, the fine spectral balance t
yields the exact (z2ct cothb) functional dependence is up
set. Instead, as the pulse travels away from the source p
the sinusoidal term progressively introduces oscillations i
the Gaussian windowsd̂(v2xy0) centered around all the
significant spectralx components.3,5–7 Since these oscilla-
tions increase with distance, the integration overv yields
smaller spectral contributions at the differentx frequencies.
As a consequence, the integration overx in Eq. ~19a! gives a
field amplitude that decreases with distance. The depletio
the spatial spectral components of theX wave is depicted in
Fig. 6, where we have plotted the spatial spectrum given
Eq. ~19b! for cT591.69mm and atz5ct cothb50, 40, and
80 m. This figure shows that the spatial spectral compone
acquire smaller amplitudes as the pulse travels away f
the aperture. Consequently, the integration overx in Eq. ~19!
yields the expected decay pattern of the centroid of the r
ated pulse. The decay of the peak~r50 andz5ct cothb! of
the X wave, normalized with respect to the peak amplitude
the aperture, is shown in Fig. 7. The curves are plotted
the cutoff timescT530.56, 61.13, and 91.69mm. Such cut-
off times correspond to time-dependent apertures acqui
maximum radiiRmax5R(2cT)55, 10, and 15 cm.

FIG. 7. Decay pattern of the centroid of the finite time X wave for differe
values of the maximum aperture radius.
2291Chatzipetros et al.: Synthesis of waves
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To verify the validity of the estimated maximum rad
we deduce the decay pattern of the peak of the X-wave u
a finite-radius aperture. For such a construction the sourc
assumed to consist of a large number of concentric ann
array elements. The amplitude of the initial excitation
specified on each distinct element and the radiated fi
along the axis of propagation (r50) is evaluated using the
following discrete version of Huygens’ formula:

uH~0,z,t !52 (
n51

N
An

4pRn
H @]z8u#2@]ct8u#

z2z0

Rn

2@u#
z2z0

Rn
2 J . ~20!

Here,An is the area of the annular section labeledn, N is the
total number of annular sections,rn85nDr8 specifies the ra-
dial position of the annular section labeledn, and z is the
distance at which the field of the radiated pulse is rec
structed. The distance from the source point to the obse
tion point is denoted byRn5A(nDr8)21(z2z0)2 for r50.
The square brackets in Eq.~20! indicate that the enclose
quantities are evaluated at the retarded timet85t2(Rn /c).
The main purpose of the numerical reconstruction proced
embodied in Eq.~20! is to focus on the possibility of using
space–time sources on the aperture planez50 in order to
generate LW pulses in the regionz>0. A second objective is
to gain more physical insight into the propagation charac
istics of the reconstructed pulses.

For annular elements of widthDr851 mm, we can con-
struct apertures having radiiR55, 10, and 15 cm by using
N550, 100, and 150 sections, respectively. The decay
terns of the LW pulses radiated by these three apertures
plotted in Fig. 8 for the values ofa1 and b used earlier. A
comparison between Figs. 7 and 8 shows that the range
the two decay patterns are similar. For the finite-time d
namic apertures, the centroids of the radiated X waves s
decaying at close ranges and their rolloff is smoother t
that of X waves generated from discrete circular arrays. T
centroids of the X-wave pulses generated by discrete circ

FIG. 8. Decay pattern of the centroid of the X-wave pulse generated b
array of concentric annular sections for different radii.
2292 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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arrays exhibit a very slow decay in the near field. The de
in the far field, however, is more abrupt than that cor
sponding to the finite-time pulses. The smoother decay
attributed to the continuous turnoff of the initial finite-tim
excitation due to the application of the Gaussian time w
dow. The excitation wave field, therefore, acquires sma
amplitudes at larger radial positions as the illumination of
aperture approaches its turn off point. We would like to e
phasize, however, that the finite-time aperture performanc
very close to that of a physically bounded source ev
though the former has no physical edge containing the i
mination wave field. This is a crucial point allowing us
use finite-time dynamic sources in our analysis instead
physical apertures. The former lend themselves nicely to
advocated spectral depletion approach. In Fig. 9 we displa
set of curves showing how the amplitude of the peak of
propagating X wave, at a specific distance, consists of c
tributions from the illumination of a finite domain of th
aperture. This information can be used to determine the
of the aperture needed to radiate a decay-free pulse up
specific distancez ~cf. Ref. 20 for an experimental procedu
along this path!.

Finally, we provide in Figs. 10 and 11 a comparis
between the shapes of the longitudinal envelopes of
propagating X waves atz5100. In Fig. 10 we display the
time history of the X-wave pulse launched from a finite-tim
aperture and compare it to the initial pulse excitation at
aperture. On the other hand, in Fig. 11 we compare an
wave pulse generated by a discrete circular array to the e
wave solution. The oscillations appearing in the front part
the radiated X wave are due to the discretization of the
citation wave field. Otherwise, the time histories of t
pulses generated using the two suggested frameworks
almost identical to the exact wave solution.

IV. DIFFRACTION LENGTH ANALYSIS

For a quasi-monochromatic CW signal, the diffractio
length is determined in terms of the Rayleigh distan
pR2/lc , whereR is the radius of the source andlc is the

nFIG. 9. Contribution of the different annular sections to the field amplitud
at various distances.
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wavelength of the carrier wave field. In contradistinctio
any attempt to define the diffraction length of a LW pul
generated by a dynamic aperture antenna is more invol
The difficulty can be attributed to the ultra-wideband temp
ral bandwidth of the LW pulse, as well as the fact that t
aperture is characterized by a time-varying radius. One of
earlier attempts to define a diffraction length for LW puls
generated by dynamic aperture antennas was undertake
Hafizi and Sprangle.28 Their diffraction length is given as
ZHS5(2pw0Rmax)/lmin , wherew0 is the beam waist,Rmax is
the maximum dimension of the aperture or antenna, andlmin

is the minimum wavelength. Specific applications of this fo
mula to FWM-like LWs can be found in Ref. 7.

The Hafizi–Sprangle diffraction length gives a go
broad senseestimate of the behavior of LW wave pulses
they propagate away from their generating aperture pla
However, it does not include speciallocal featuresarising
from different types of dynamic aperture excitations. In th
section, the decay pattern of an X-wave pulse will be ch

FIG. 10. The time history of the finite-time X-wave pulse atz50, 100 m
due to an aperture having radiusRmax50.15 m.

FIG. 11. The time history of the X-wave pulse reconstructed atz5100 m
from a circular array and compared to the exact solution at the same
tance.
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acterized using a diffraction length criterion that has be
proposed recently.7 Such a definition of the diffraction limit
is based on the spatial depletion of LW pulses generated
‘‘finite-time’’ dynamic apertures. One can argue that a pu
enters its far-field region when most of the initially signifi
cant spatial spectral components are depleted. These spe
components obviously characterize the spatial distribution
the source elements on the aperture. Hence, the loss of in
mation through the depletion of these components signals
beginning of the far-field region. For ultra-wideband puls
one is faced with the ambiguity of determining what are t
initially ‘‘significant’’ spatial spectral components. Shoul
one use a 3-dB point as the highest ‘‘significant’’ frequenc
or would a (1/e2) or (1/e4) point be a more suitable choice
This ambiguity reflects the fact that there is no sharp lim
between the near- and far-field regions of ultra-wideba
pulses. A definition of a diffraction limit can only be used
compare the relative performance of different LW puls
The crucial issue here is to be consistent in our use of d
nitions of the radii and the bandwidths of the excitation wa
fields. Since any of the above definitions can be used
specify the highest ‘‘significant’’ spatial spectral comp
nents, we shall use a generic cutoff frequency denoted
xd . In this case, we may refer to the following expressi
for the diffraction length of LW pulses@cf. Eq. ~12! in Ref.
7#:

Zd5pS 4

h~v/c! D S v0~xd!

xdc D 2

5m~xd!RmaxRmin~vmax/c!. ~21!

Here, h(v/c) is the effective width of the spectralv-
window given in Eq.~17b! andv0(xd) is thev value of the
center of d̂(v2xy0) at x5xd . The quantitym(xd) is a
numerical factor ofO(1) that depends on the specific choi
of xd , in general. The diffraction length in Eq.~21! is ex-
pressed in terms of spectral quantities depicting the exc
tion wave field,7 or as a function of the dimensions of th
utilized dynamic aperture and the bandwidth of its sou
elements.2,3 The two expressions may be deduced from ea
other if one recalls thatRmax5R(2T), Rmin5a1, and
(vmax/c)5(4 coshb)/a1. Furthermore, one can choose th
‘‘significant’’ spatial components as those exhibiting amp
tudes larger than (1/e4) of the maximum of the spatial spec
trum. As a consequence, explicit expressions for the diffr
tion length given in Eq.~21! can be derived. For the X-wav
pulse we definexd54/a1 , h~v/c!54/cT, andv0~xd)5cxd

coshb. In this case, Eq.~21! reduces to

Zd5pcT~coshb!2, ~22!

which is independent of the choice ofxd . This means that
the source of the X-wave radiated field has the unique pr
erty of yielding a diffraction length that does not depend
the particular criterion chosen to definexd . In contrast, the
diffraction length of the time-limited FWM pulse is propo
tional to xd

2.7 Hence, X waves can serve to test the relat
performance of other LW pulses of comparable source
mensions and temporal spectral bandwidths. For the par
eter values used in Fig. 7, Eq.~22! givesZd564.25, 128.5,

is-
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and 192.75 m. Since the maximum dynamic radius is gi
by Rmax52cT coshb, the diffraction limit given in Eq.~22!
may be rewritten as

Zd5~p/2!Rmax coshb5~p/4!D coshb, ~23!

whereD is the diameter of the source. Apart from a sm
difference in the numerical constant multiplying th
D coshb dependence of the diffraction limit, our result
the same as the one derived by Lu and Greenleaf.16–18 The
difference in the numerical constant is due to the differ
criteria used to define the quantities involved in the two
proaches.

The expression given in Eq.~21! illustrates the kind of
performance enhancement that LW pulses exhibit w
compared to quasi-monochromatic Gaussian wave fie
Consider, for example, the case of a quasi-monochrom
beam of waistw052Rmin equal to that of the highly focuse
central portion of the X wave. For a static aperture hav
D@w0 , the associated diffraction length is defined asZw

5pw0
2/4lmin . Using (vmax/c)52p/lmin , the enhancement in

the diffraction range of the X wave over an equivalent qua
monochromatic beam, of the same waist, is given by
ratio (Zd /Zw)}(Rmax/Rmin). For the parameters used in th
paper, the enhancement in the depth of propagation of th
wave over a comparable quasi-monochromatic signal is
orderO(10)→O(40). This demonstrates that LW pulses b
come advantageous when narrow pulsed wave fields ar
quired to have extended focused ranges. A dynamic ape
illuminated by a wave field having a time-dependent rad
provides an efficient scheme to generate narrow LW pu
from much larger sources. Finally, one should note that
diffraction limit given in Eq.~22! is independent of the pa
rametera1 . This indicates that the diffraction length can b
kept constant for pulses having different temporal ba
widths. As such, an X-wave pulse can travel to the sa
diffraction-free range even if we use an excitation wave fi
having a smaller bandwidth. This is true; however, the rad
of the highly focused central portion of the radiated field
equal toRmin5a1 and vmax}1/a1 . Hence, a smaller band
width corresponds to a larger focus radiusRmin for which the
enhancement ratio (Rmax/Rmin) acquires smaller values. Con
sequently, the use of smaller bandwidths reduces the
hancement achieved over quasi-monochromatic signals.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have demonstrated that an X wa
exhibits all the features characterizing other LW pulses
has been shown that it is characterized by the spa
temporal spectral coupling that distinguishes LW puls
from other pulsed wave fields.6,7 A direct consequence o
such a coupling is the unique depletion of the spectral co
ponents and, hence, the exhibited slow decay pattern of
LW pulses in the near-field range. The main difference
tween an X wave and other FWM-like wave fields is t
functional dependence of the coupling between the temp
and spatial spectral components. Whereas the FWM disp
anv}x2 coupling, the X wave has anv}x coupling. Once
the similarity between an X wave and other LW pulses
2294 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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recognized, we can bring together the apparently dispa
results of the two research areas into a single framework

It has also been shown that an X wave may be gener
from finite-time dynamic apertures analogous to those p
posed as sources for launching FWM-like pulses. One sho
note that such sources acquire finite sizes by turning on
their illumination wave fields at finite times. They exhib
most of the essential features of physical apertures and a
same time are much easier to handle mathematically.
illumination of the dynamic source of an X wave acquir
the shape of an annulus whose size varies with time. T
should be contrasted with the excitation of the FWM ap
ture that has the shape of a disc having a time-depen
radius. A finite-time dynamic aperture does not have a ph
cal edge bounding its illumination wave field. This mig
shed some doubt on the validity of the results deduced u
such a construction. To examine the origin of any possi
discrepancies, we have studied the decay properties of a
wave generated from a finite radius source consisting of
crete concentric annular sections. The resulting decay
terns of the X wave have been shown to compare nicely w
those derived using a finite-time dynamic source.

Similarly to other LW pulses generated from dynam
apertures, the spectral depletion of an X wave differs fr
conventional quasi-monochromatic pulsed wave fields. T
decay in the spectral components contributing to the am
tude of the centroid of the propagating pulse results from
increasing oscillations introduced into the spectralv-
windows with the distancez. One can, thus, utilize the
knowledge gained from earlier investigations2–7 to derive the
diffraction limit characterizing an X wave. Our spectr
depletion approach has established that an X wave has
attractive property that its diffraction length does not depe
on the particular choice ofxd . As a consequence, the deca
behavior of any other LW pulses can be compared to tha
an X wave.29 Both fields should have equal aperture siz
with illumination wave fields exhibiting comparable ban
widths. Furthermore, the two radiated fields should att
equal focused waists. Finally, it has been shown that
enhancement in the focused depth of an X-wave dyna
source, in comparison to a static aperture used to gene
quasi-monochromatic signals of a comparable waist is p
portional to the ratio (Rmax/Rmin).
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